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Fowler-Tamara Dances To Conclude Concerts

American Dances To Give Recital Here April 22

The year's series of concerts offered by the Milledgeville Conservatory of Music will be closed April 22 with a recital given by Fowler and Tamara. Fowler and Tamara have danced in all the major cities in the United States and Europe and each country has contributed to their performance. In the course of their career they have had the opportunity of appearing for the King of England and Queen of Spain, the King and Queen of Portugal, the King and Queen of Greece, and the King of France and when he was Prince of Wales, Princess Helen of Greece and Denmark, and the Maharajah of India.

The program of Fowler and Tamara has the varied and attractive properties of music in the dance, for which they have been described by the critics. The program includes waltzes, polkas, quadrilles, and a new dance which Fowler composed. The dance is arranged for the medium size of music which may be obtained in two forms.

The program will be concluded with the well known waltz, "The Blue Danube," by Hoffmeyer, the favorite "dance of the world." Fowler and Tamara have been described by the critics as "the most delicious " and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating."

Jesters Tap New Members

Mallory. Baughn and Noah Given Keys

Mrs. Max Noah, C. L. Mallory, and Marion Baughn were honored by the Jesters in chapel Friday morning. The Jesters, the oldest social organization at the college, are responsible for the social life of the college, and their leadership in the activities of the college is evident.

The Jesters are a group of students who are selected by the faculty for their leadership in the activities of the college. They are responsible for the conduct of the activities of the college, and their leadership in the activities of the college is evident.

Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating."

A Cappella Choir To Have Banquet

On Saturday evening, April 14, the Milledgeville College Choir will entertain with its annual banquet, which will be held in Marion Dining Hall. At the time, the choir members will withdraw from the dignity which they accord banquets and return to evening of fun. The speaker will be Col. J. H. Rankin, Rev. Dr. H. R. Wells, and Prof. Virgil E. E. Early of the University of Georgia. The program will consist of the main speech of the evening being made by Prof. Rankin, Prof. Early, who will talk on "The Plans of Music in Our Church Service." Mental stimulation will be provided by Frank D'Andrea and Max Noah. The furry of the choir which is locked forward to be served as a toast, and the banquet will be served by Roderick Burgin. In the course of the evening, all members of the choir members are elected, and no favors are given.

At the close of the evening, the choir will sing informally, one of the songs which will be selected against a bill to serve two purposes. The first purpose, which is "the most delightful," and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating." Fowler and Tamara are both American born, but their engagement with the Conservatory of Music has brought them to the world. They have been described as "the most delightful" and "the most captivating."

June 16 Named As Opening of Summer Term

Minor Offered In Library Science

G. S. C. W. will again offer a double session summer school, the first session to open in June and close to July 14, the second session to close on July 24, and to close on July 31, 1937. To this year's work in all departments will be offered. The closure of the library and the regular college facility is to be noted. All small groups in the library have been spread throughout the term. The term is filled with an experiment of expert-organized, familiar with the best of the new library science.

A special feature of this summer 1937 will be a minor in Library Science which may be obtained in two terms. As a part of the expanding educational program of the college, curriculum courses under the supervision of Dr. Thomas Alexander, of New College, Chicago, will be offered.

Learned recreational activities are a vital part of the summer school. Opportunities for women's boys, basketball, hiking, dancing and other sports will be provided.

An interview by Susan M. Myrick, of the Milledgeville school, Miss Crowell was quoted as saying that the intellectual development of the summer school is the central theme of a college.

In the following paragraphs we express excerpts from Miss Crowell's story:

"Miss Mary Lou Anderson, and Dr. Mary A. Little, Expensive Reading Board."

The delegates from G. S. C. W., who are to attend this meeting on behalf of the Board, include Flora B. Burm, Florence Duk, Miss Mary Lou Anderson, and Dr. Mary A. Little, and the Board of the new "President's Board."